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The Rocky Mountain West remains a blank slate, even after
more than 200 years of European
tions posed by early explorers
remain just as compelling today:
What to develop versus leave
wild? What resources to utilize?
What to carry from the old country and what to leave behind?
These considerations are still relevant, and they are questions that
the WRJ Design team considers

Rush founded WRJ Design in New curate not just collections, but culYork City in 2003, and relocated with ture and humanity as well—all in a
now been published in several regional and national magazines and
having won several notable design designers, our clients expect us to
ultimately bring them something—a
of more than 25, with a luxury home
showroom just off Jackson Town homes every day, but throughout
the creative process, our clients
bring us their vision—intangible and
showcases 12 projects throughout unexpected—it could be a novel
the region and has been recog- concept, a lively personal interaction,
nized as a prominent resource for or some inspirational narrative that

The dramatic mountain ranges,
expansive wildlands, and breathtaking natural palette drew Rush tion with a relaxed style of living that
Jenkins and his partner, Klaus
Baer, to Jackson Hole, Wyoming, remarks, “While Rush and Klaus are
very sophisticated, very worldly, and
Rush and Klaus found that their very discerning, they are still downpassions successfully intersected

bring us something more concrete
to incorporate into the home—such
as an antique vase from China, a
rug from the Middle East, a colorful
modern art piece, or a treasured
well as the joy of our profession, is
unifying objects, ideas, and people

C R E AT I N G A S E N S E O F
HISTORY

' BIG

SKY

Before initiating the design for a new residence
at the Yellowstone Club, the owners of the
property had already established a deeply
nected to the dramatic south face of Lone
Peak, vistas towards the Pioneer Mountain
slopes, and the stunning natural beauty of the
with an alpine lifestyle rooted in European
orienting the site plan around the breathtaking
views, Rush was tasked with incorporating the
culture, and craftsmanship from around the

collection of antique bentwood hiking canes
house, guests will encounter references to other periods, cultures, and locations—such as an
antique Chinese chair, a Syrian chest, and a

“RUSH AND HIS
TEAM HAVE A GIFT
TO MAKE CONNECTIONS AND
CREATE LAYERS—
BEYOND COLOR
PALETTES,
MATERIALITY,
AND FORM
TO THE
FOUNDATIONS
OF HUMAN
EXPERIENCE.”

– Paul Bertelli,
JLF Architects

the architect designed the glass-walled dining room to follow the curved radius of the
geometry of the room required a complementary dining table and designed a custom
thoughtful design allows every guest to enjoy

When it comes to infusing a new home with a
sense of history, WRJ focuses on the provenance of furnishings to provide a link to the
ments from disparate times and places amid
contemporary furnishings imparts a patina of
home blends old elements with new ones to
foster a sense of tranquility, harmony, and his-

Paul Bertelli of JLF Architects says, “Rush
and his team have a gift to make connections
and create layers—beyond color palettes,
materiality, and form to the foundations of

ECLECTIC CONNECTIONS

' JACKSON

HOLE

They borrow, blend, and curate from eclec- pose structure, including a garage, a loft-like
tic resources to create harmonious environDrawing from his own agrarian roots, Rush
Whether working to restore an existing home
and the team re-envisioned a traditional barn
or design a new retreat, WRJ creates unique as masculine or feminine, but both…and at into a contemporary vernacular with modern
spaces that speak to the individual and comacross the Teton region—from ranch homes

WRJ curated every aspect of the
interior, including interior archiorative lighting, and technology
proach, they started with the
guiding motif and tapped into

Working closely with JLF Architects, WRJ
reimagined the interiors of a luxury slope
side lodge to create a cozy and inviting

Another unique project, sitting half-tarped,
half-built, and lifeless overlooking the Snake
For another Jackson project, WRJ collabo- River, desperately required a unique viewrated with the architects from CLB and borrowed inspiration from the barns built by
and Klaus, saying, “These guys have a com- swift evaluation, WRJ knew exactly what the
-

“THESE GUYS HAVE A COMFORT WITH SEEMINGLY
CONTRADICTORY ELEMENTS. THEY BORROW, BLEND, AND
CURATE FROM ECLECTIC RESOURCES TO CREATE HARMONIOUS ENVIRONMENTS. ON THIS SKI LODGE PROJECT FOR EXAMPLE, I WOULDN’T CHARACTERIZE THEIR DESIGN SENSE AS
MASCULINE OR FEMININE, BUT BOTH...AND AT THE SAME TIME,

international suppliers to local

NEITHER. WARM AND COLD. SOFT AND ROUGH. CLASSIC AND

home, connected it to the natural
environment, and brought harmony throughout the spaces

ABILITY...THE YIN-YANG MASTERS OF INTERIOR DESIGN.”

CONTEMPORARY. RUSTIC AND MODERN. THIS IS THEIR UNIQUE

– Paul Bertelli, JLF Architects

s

PA R K C I T Y
BEYOND:
A D E S I G N I M P R I N T T H AT
S PA N S T H E W E ST

Last year, WRJ Design won a prestigious 3rd Home of the Year Award for

framing the wide-open skies of the Wasatch Range that envelop the
+ Planning, Gallo Construction, and Soho Design Studio, WRJ took advantage of the expansive pavilion-style structure to draw in natural light and

With projects in the works in Aspen, Steamboat, Montana, and other
areas across the West, Rush, Klaus, and their team continue to blend
their down-to-earth joie de vivre with the currents of international design

